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About This Game
WARNING: MATURE CONTENT. This game contains disturbing imagery, violence, flashing images, sudden and loud noises,
mature themes, and strong sexual content. Viewer discretion is advised.
"Love is both poison and cure, both knife and remedy."
Rosa's best friend, Catherine, is dead and she is sure Catherine's betrothed, Marquis Guilleme is to blame. Mother says so.
Mother says he has to pay with his life. Although, she knows by now Guilleme is no ordinary man. He is tainted. Inhuman. A
monster. He cannot be killed by usual means. To seek the best revenge, she must find out all his secrets and destroy him. But
will her own dark desires consume her or liberate her?
No matter.
Mother will tell her what to do.
Set in the romantic 18th century France, play as the third person point of view character of Mother — a unique twist to the
visual novel decision making medium. Decide the fate of the characters, scold or console, argue or assent... Just don’t be
surprised if they start to question your commands.
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When I saw that you could play this game for free, I thought it were just a silly romance novel that would keep my mind
occupied for some hours and that's all I wanted really. In the end, though, this visual novel (don't expect a game, it's a novel as it
clearly says in the title) actually had a deep and involving story to tell that had me enthralled and left me thinking about it hours,
days and weeks later.. This game is sooooo weird. But it's a good weird. I have never seen a visual novel like this before. If you
want something kinda trippy that will also make you think for days afterwords, give this one a shot!. Cupid is easily one of the
best VNs on Steam, and free to boot. The story is engrossing, with tons of surprising twists and a cast of fascinating, believable
characters.. This VN is not to be taken lightly. It's dark, a little mind-bending and all-round disturbing. That said, it's a
fascinating story with an interesting, original approach to the medium. Also, it's free.. Ok, I finish the game once and really keep
me thinking and meditating about a really broad spectrum of philosophical and life things...
This VN is catalogue with Adult or mature theme and not because of a childhood thinking of: "oooh this have hentai or sex
scenes and fan service" if not because of what is about. The content is deep, and really dark sometimes, and the topics goes from
certain humans ideals to sexuality, friendship, Love and self-conciousness, so this is not for everyone that not have at least a basic
responsibility of thinking to explore the game and the differents routes.
The english is a fancy and elaborated one, so be patience.
The game is FREE so take a hint of culture and deep thinking and read it, because the Music is a classic and elite one.

PD1: Don't mind my play time because i finish it in my vacations in off-line mode, like a pillow-book jeje
PD2: Para aquellos habla hispana que sepan ingles tendran que poner esfuerzo (o traductor a mano xD) para lograr entender bien
esta VN, pero se las recomiendo, en serio te deja pensando hacia dentro. (y afuera dependiendo del caso). Well, this wasn't at all
what I expected. The story is really, really weird. Something I never expected, and it was amazing. The story itself is so well put
together and words can't really describe how I feel about it.
I originally got the 3rd ending, which is REALLY screwed up. You'll know what I mean if you get it.
If want to read something different, then this is definitely the visual novel for you, and it's free, so there's no harm in trying it. The
soundtrack is great, and the way the game just throws you into some of the darker parts, in my opinion it's just really well done..
Haha its fun ! :D. I am a manly man, I am a manly man. Oh hell who am I kidding I cried like a little baby.. It's amazing, and
free. Just get it.
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Seeing as how its Valentines day, I felt it was an appropriate time to review this game.
I have yet to achieve 100% completion on it, having only played through once so far, but I indeed to do so.
For a free visual novel its fairly well done. In fact, if suffers from the opposite problem of most freebies, its too long!
The story is interesting, dark, and well done, but it really started to drag on after a while.
Playing as "Mother" rather than any of the characters directly involved was a particularly nice approach that I haven't seen
before.
Give it a try, just be prepared for some disturbing scenes.. Here's another interesting VN that got my attention. Certainly not for
the faint of heart, this mature visual novel will leave you intrigued with its theme. Play it all the way through and see ALL the
endings, secret ending and epilogue for the full experience.
Really recommend this if you want to dive into the dark side of love.. One question why is this not a paid VN?
I ask this question because this VN was really good to play through.Let's just say that I loved everything about this VN. I love
the characters, art, music. BG, and storyline. Quite honestly it's tough to pick out which is my favorite in this VN. If I had to
pick out my favorite it would be the very lovely soundtrack which was very good to listen too. I loved the parts where the music
would get creepy as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 at times. They did a good job with the creepy soundtrack parts:)
As others have said this VN is not for the faint of heart. This VN has a lot of dark themes.
I don't usually play sad\/dark themed visual novel's a lot but man this VN was just that good even for me to play.
Oh I also enjoyed the bonus content in this VN. I wish there was more in the bonus content to play through.
There is also a mature filter Off\/ON which having in means less and off means more. Actually to unlock all images u have to
play both mature filter Off\/On.
100% play this VN if u don't mind the sad\/dark themes of Cupid.. LOVED IT.
Loved the plot.
Loved some of the endings.
The soundtrack is perfect. 10\/10. This VN is easily one of my favourites. The characters are intruiging, the story
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed me up real hard and the visuals beautiful. Plus its free so it wouldn't hurt to just check it out..
Visual novels are not really my prefered game type. With that said, this one was definitely interesting. The music was quite good
and it surpassed my expectations for a free game.. If you don't like mature, dark and gory stuff, do NOT play this. Aside from
this warning, this visual warning is amazing!!!
I cannot help but congratulate the people tha made this game! It is so well-written, so good to the eye, the music is terrific and
the plot really got me addicted to this game. I really enjoyed it. That is why I strongly recommend it to people who want to get
addicted to this twisted dark fairytale. :)
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